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People Kill with Guns More Than Any Other Weapon
Who kills whom with what
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The Sciences




The statistics of who kills and how they do it often get lost in the arguments over gun control. In the U.S., where guns are plentiful, men commit more than 90 percent of killings. Their weapon of choice is overwhelmingly a gun. Men kill significant others, individuals they know and strangers more often with guns than any other weapon (left). Women also more frequently use guns to kill strangers. Perhaps counterintuitively, women are more likely to kill a significant other or family member using a blunt object, knife, poison or other method. (The numbers here, from FBI data on more than 13,000 killing incidents in the U.S. in 2010, include murders, negligent manslaughters and acts of self-defense but not suicides.)
Although we tend to think of murderers as crooks or assassins, they are more likely to be someone familiar (right). Both men and women kill many more significant others, family members, acquaintances and co-workers combined than strangers.
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